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Philips & Georg Jensen partner to launch exclusive TV with John Lewis. 

Offering the very best of European design, the Philips 55” 9104, 4K UHD LED Android TV, boasts 
superb picture quality, minimalist design and real materials including a highly polished steel 
stand and remote control – now available exclusively from John Lewis for £1200. 

Features: 
• Highly polished, ‘blue’ steel bezel strip, blade feet and 

remote control, all crafted in a classic Georg Jensen style  
• 2019 Reddot and IF Product Design Awards winning set 
• Ultra slim black bezel  
• 3-Sided Ambilight – Philips unique ambient lighting 

system 
• Multi-award-winning Philips P5 Perfect Picture Processing 

Engine 
• Ultra-resolution, HDR Premium, HDR 10+ (Compatible) 
• 2.1 Sound System (25W)  
• Latest Android 8.0 (Oreo) Smart TV system 
• Google Assistant built-in and ‘Works with Alexa’ app 

London, Thursday 6th June - The best of European Design plays a fundamental role in every Philips 
TV and every Georg Jensen product. The two European based companies share a heritage of 
outstanding craftmanship, including the use of high quality, natural materials and an 
understanding of how light plays an essential role in the enjoyment and ownership of a product. 
 
Naturally, sharing these common values, the two companies have decided to partner in creating 
the 9104 TV, a special product that incorporates their joint knowledge and expertise to form a 
design that is both distinctive and truly beautiful – available now in a 55” screen size from John 
Lewis.  
 
A classic touch of Georg Jensen elegance 
The slim 9014 features a slim black brushed aluminium bezel on three sides of the set with a 
polished-steel bottom side, creating a beautiful blend of cutting-edge visual technology and 

elegant Scandinavian styling. 
 
The Lower bezel matches the two elegant, highly polished steel 
blade feet with their flawless finish and classic Danish ‘blue’ 
silver hue, reflecting the heritage and artistry of Georg Jensen 
homeware.   
 
One of the feet features subtle Philips branding while the other 
is branded Georg Jensen and their ultra slim silhouette gives the 
impression of that the set is ‘floating’. 
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The highly polished steel design extends to the slimline wand remote control which also features 
both Philips and Georg Jensen branding. 

Combines with the visual excellence of Philips  

Philips has ensured that the 9104 TV has the picture and sound quality to match its premium 
design including the unique three-sided Ambilight technology – projecting a changing halo of light, 
that matches the on-screen colours, onto the rear wall to create a far more immersive viewing 
experience that extends viewing beyond the boundaries of the set. 

The new set supports the latest HDR10+ 4K picture quality and features the reference setting P5 
Perfect Picture processing engine working in combination with a wide colour gamut panel to 
create vibrant on-screen colour purity, especially at wide viewing angles. 

The result is stunningly sharp 4K images, reproduced in high contrast with deep blacks and vivid 
colours while maintaining natural skin tones and smooth motion. 

Sound quality is equally impressive thanks to the inclusion of a 25Watt 2.1 system, with a rear 
facing triple ring bass driver to produce deep but accurate bass, through its mid/high-end drivers 
ensuring good separation and clarity. 

The 9104 Super-Smart TV is Powered by the Android OreoTM Smart TV system and features an ultra-
fast quad core processor with 16GB of expandable onboard memory. It also comes with Freeview 
HD, Google Assistant Built-in and ‘Works with’ Alexa app, with the potential for full spoken control 
of the TV. 
 
The 55” PUS9104 LED 4K Ultra HD Smart Android TV, is exclusively available from John Lewis for 
£1200. https://www.johnlewis.com/philips-55pus9104-led-hdr-4k-ultra-hd-smart-android-tv-55-
inch-with-freeview-hd-ambilight-georg-jenson-design-silver/p4099252 
 
**END  
 
For additional materials, photos, or information please contact: 
 
Media contact:  
Craig Duggan 
Tel: +44 203 794 2222 
E-mail: craig@cmcpr.co.uk 
 
For more information on Philips TV visit: Philips.com/tv 
Follow us on Twitter: @TPVision 
 
The content in the news releases is accurate at the time of publication but may be subject to change without 
notice. All trademarks mentioned in this news release are the property of their respective owners 

 
About Georg Jensen 
The Georg Jensen brand represents quality craftsmanship and timeless aesthetic design, producing lifestyle products ranging from hollowware to 
watches, jewellery and home products. The philosophy of Georg Jensen himself was to create democratic designs possessing both functionality and 
beauty. His artisanal skill and artistic talent combined with his continuous ability to identify and support design talent  
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About TP Vision 
TP Vision is a dedicated TV player in the world of visual digital entertainment. TP Vision concentrates on developing, manufacturing and marketing 
Philips branded TV sets in Europe, Russia, Middle East, Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay and selected countries in Asia-Pacific. We do this by 
combining our design expertise and innovative Philips TV heritage with the operational excellence, flexibility and speed of TPV Technology. With 
these combined strengths, we bring high-quality TV sets to the market: smart and easy to use with sophisticated styling. We believe in creating 
products that offer a superior TV experience for consumers. With Philips TVs, TP Vision is a global leader in the hospitality market. TP Vision is the 
exclusive brand licensee of Philips TVs for the above listed countries. TP Vision employs close to 2,000 people in several locations around the globe 
and is 100% owned by TPV, one of the world’s leading monitor and LCD TV manufacturers, selling and marketing Philips branded TVs in China. TPV 
has been able to drive its growth over the years by leveraging its economies of scale and core competencies in R&D, manufacturing, logistic efficiency 
and quality.  

 

 

 

 


